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Guernsey Register to Go Ahead
As we reported in October last year, Guernsey’s parliament, the
States, agreed to approve the establishment of an aircraft registry
in the island. In a move designed, it was stated at the time, to
further reduce costs of the plan and mitigate potential risks,
the States also decided to suggest a joint Channel Islands register
with neighbouring Jersey. In mid May it was announced however
that Guernsey was indeed pushing ahead on its own and was
aiming for its own registry to commence operations in the latter
half of 2013.
The
Guernsey
authorities nearly 490 aircraft according to
signed a public-private partner- figures released this month.
ship with Dutch company SGI Guernsey adds its own tax advanAviation whose soon to be tages (it does not levy VAT) to
established Guernsey arm will similarities with its competitor in
be responsible for the day- the Irish Sea.
After 'competitive pricing'
to-day running of the registry.
please add a new paragraph
thus – The island's Director of
Civil Aviation, Fergus Woods,
noted that “This is a great
opportunity for Guernsey. It
is not just about offering this
one service; the presence of
This will include safety and an aircraft registry will create
airworthiness inspections along an attractive environment for
with operational oversight and private enterprise to flourish
management.
This
intended and thereby contribute to the
model is very similar to that used local economy." The stated aim
by the successful Aruba registry is that it will add approximately
which uses a company based in 50 aircraft per year by 2015
and it is expected that they
Miami to run their registry.
It is clear that the new initiative will use the registration prefix
is aiming to emulate the success '2-' followed by four letters.
of the Isle of Man which estab- Sovereign's aviation team looks
lished its own registry in May forward to working closely with
2007 and which has added the new registry.
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Hawker Beechcraft in
Chapter 11
As we reported as a ‘Stop Press’ item in
last month’s edition, Hawker Beechcraft
filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection
on 03 May. The announcement was not a
surprise as the firm had faced mounting
press speculation over its financial health.
The company entered Chapter 11 after it
had reached agreement with what was
described as a “significant number” of its
investors, bondholders and debtors. The
manufacture has confirmed that its
operations will continue as normal while
implementing a wide ranging restructuring
plan. However, as part of the submission
to the New York bankruptcy court, the
company acknowledged that it has
various programme cancellation options. It
noted that the Hawker 900, the Premier
and Hawker 4000 production lines could
end along with development of the new
Hawker 200.
RANA SERVICE CENTRE:

Aviation Consultancy
To quote Francis Bacon, ‘knowledge is
power’. Clients of RANA’s specialist
consultancy service can draw upon a
considerable weight of knowledge of the
corporate and commercial aviation scene.
The spectrum of expertise is wide. From
providing insight into available options for
corporate jet operation through a complete
database of corporate and commercial
aircraft airframes, RANA’s specialist
aviation team can add value to the
decision making process. We have
established close links with many of the
world’s principal registries and can advise
on permitted types of operation and
registration requirements. We can also
provide insight into corporate and
commercial airports and operators
worldwide. Contact our team telling us
what you need to know.
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Convention and Exhibition was held in its traditional venue of the
Palexpo Centre adjacent to Geneva International Airport from 14
to 16 May. Europe’s premier business aviation event took place amid
the turmoil surrounding the continent’s finances. However, at 12,638,
attendee numbers were only very slightly down on 2011 as was the
total of 491 exhibitors. The static display however was the largest ever.
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Corporate Aircraft News
The plans to introduce a corporate version of the Sukhoi Superjet
100, announced at the Paris Air Show last year, suffered a major
setback with the crash of a prototype on a demonstration tour of Indonesia. The aircraft disappeared on 09 May during a flight from Jakarta
and crashed into Mount Salak with the loss of 45 passengers and crew.
Fifteen years after its FAA certification in 1997, the Gulfstream
GV has passed the landmark of one million flight hours. A total
of just under 200 aircraft remain in service worldwide.
Despite the company’s well documented financial problems,
Hawker Beechcraft achieved a significant milestone with the first
flight of the enhanced Hawker 400XPR on 03 May. The upgraded
version offers increased range, a new avionics suite, improved
engines and the option of winglets.
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Gulfstream’s flagship G550 model, soon
to be supplanted by the G650, was
originally known as the ‘SP – Special
Performance’ version of the Gulfstream V.
The aircraft first flew in the summer of
2001 and received FAA certification two
years later. The G550 offers substantial
enhancements over its predecessor
including an additional cabin window on
the left of the cabin. Most striking is its
range – the model boasts the longest
reach of any aircraft in the class and has
established a number of city pair records.
The aircraft also offers enhanced powerplant, high cruising speed and
‘PlaneView’ cockpit.
The G550 is in service with corporate
owners and charter operators worldwide
and has also been sold to a number of
governments and air arms including the
US Air Force.
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